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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an overcharge prevention method, which is suitable for preventing overcharging, a charging circuit, electronic equipment which uses the overcharge prevention method and the charging circuit, and a timepiece.

Background Art

[0002] A diode bridge circuit is well known as a charging circuit that charges a large-capacity capacitor with an alternating voltage generated by a generator. In the diode bridge circuit, since losses for only two diode voltage drops are generated, it is not suitable for charging small amplitude alternating voltage.

[0003] Accordingly, a charging circuit which uses a transistor instead of diodes has been developed. For example, Fig. 15 is a circuit diagram of a conventional charging circuit. In this charging circuit, there are provided comparators COM1 and COM2 for comparing the voltages at output terminals A and B, respectively, of a generator AG with the power supply voltage Vdd, comparators COM3 and COM4 for comparing the voltages at the output terminals A and B, respectively, of the generator AG with the ground voltage GND, and a large-capacity capacitor C for storing a charging current. Then, switching ON/OFF of P-channel FETs P1 and P2 and N-channel FETs N1 and N2 is controlled according to the outputs of the respective comparators COM1 to COM4.

[0004] Herein, when the voltage at the output terminal A becomes equal to or less than the ground voltage GND, the N-channel FET N1 is turned ON by the comparator COM3, and the output terminal A is grounded. Further, when the voltage of the output terminal B exceeds the power supply voltage Vdd, the P-channel FET P2 is turned ON by the comparator COM2, and electrical charge flows into the capacitor C through a path indicated with the arrow. In this case, unless the voltage of the output terminal B exceeds the power supply voltage Vdd, the P-channel FET P2 will not turn ON, and it is arranged to prevent any problems from occurring such as a current flowing through a path opposite to the arrow, thereby deteriorating the charging efficiency.

[0005] Incidentally, in the charging circuit as described above, since switching ON/OFF of the respective field effect transistors (FETs) is controlled by the comparators COM1 to COM4, the configuration becomes complex, and the scale of the circuit and a current consumption increases.

[0006] On the other hand, there is a breakdown voltage for the large-capacity capacitor, and when the charging voltage exceeds a predetermined voltage, overcharging occurs, the large-capacity capacitor is degraded, and the charging efficiency drops.

[0007] US 4,698,740, to Rodgers et al., discloses a power supply circuit providing a regulated DC output from an AC source. The circuit comprises a current transformer, a diode-bridge rectifier, a shunt for short circuiting the output current of the transformer when the output voltage of the circuit exceeds a reference voltage, and a capacitor connected across the output of the circuit.

[0008] It is an object of the present invention to provide an overcharge prevention method, which is capable of securely preventing overcharging with a simple configuration, and a charging circuit which is capable of securely preventing overcharging.

[0009] It is another object of the present invention to apply this charging circuit to electronic devices and a wristwatch.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0010] In a first aspect of the present invention there is provided an overcharge prevention method which is used in a charging circuit, said charging circuit comprising first and second diodes which are connected between respective input terminals to which an alternating-current voltage is supplied, and a charging element connected between a first power supply line and a second power supply line, for rectifying said alternating-current voltage and for charging electrical power into said charging element; comparing said detected charged voltage with a predetermined voltage; and supplying a generator current that flows into one of said input terminals to the other one of said input terminals and for charging electrical power into a charging element

[0011] In a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a charging circuit for rectifying an alternating-current voltage supplied to first and second input terminals and for charging electrical power into a charging element.
that is provided between first and second power supply lines, comprising: a first diode provided between said first input terminal and said second power supply line; a second diode provided between said second input terminal, and said second power supply line; comparison means for detecting a charged voltage of said charging element, and for comparing said detected charged voltage with a predetermined voltage; shunt means for shunting said first input terminal and said second input terminal by supplying a generator current that flows into one of said input terminals to the other one of said input terminals, based on a comparison result in said comparison means; characterized by first switching means provided between said first input terminal and said first power supply line, in which ON/OFF switching thereof is controlled on the basis of a voltage at said second input terminal; and second switching means provided between said second input terminal and said first power supply line, in which ON/OFF switching thereof is controlled on the basis of a voltage at said first input terminal; wherein said shunt means includes third switching means comprising a transistor disposed in such a way that during shunting the generator current does not pass through said first and second diodes.

Suitably, the shunt means comprises a third diode in which one end thereof is connected to the first input terminal; a fourth diode in which one end thereof is connected to the second input terminal; and a transistor which is connected to the other ends of the third and fourth diodes and is also connected to the first and second power source lines. An electronic equipment of the present invention is characterized in that there is installed a charging circuit according to the respective embodiments described above and operates in accordance with electrical power that is supplied from the charging circuit.

A timepiece of the present invention is characterized in that there is installed a charging circuit according to the respective embodiments described above and includes a clock circuit that measures time in accordance with electrical power that is supplied from the charging circuit.

Brief Description of Drawings

Fig. 1 is a diagram for illustrating the principle of a first embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 2 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to the first embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the configurations of an AC generator and a peripheral mechanism thereof according to the first embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 4 is a timing chart showing a charging operation of the charging circuit according to the first embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 5 is a process flowchart for illustrating an operation of a limiter transistor according to the first embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 6 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to a second embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 7 is a timing chart showing a charging operation of the charging circuit according to the second embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 8 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to a third embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch provided as background art. Fig. 10 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of a charging circuit according to an alternate example of the first embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 11 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of a charging circuit according to a comparative example for the alternate example of the second embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 12 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of a charging circuit according to an alternate example of the second embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 13 is a perspective view showing a mechanical structure of an electronics-controlled mechanical watch according to the alternate example; Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing an electrical configuration of the electronics-controlled mechanical watch according to the alternate example; Fig. 15 is a circuit diagram of a conventional charging circuit; Fig. 16 is a diagram for illustrating a back gate effect; Fig. 17 is a timing chart of a charging circuit according to an alternate example of the second embodiment of the present invention; and Fig. 18 is a circuit diagram showing a voltage-detection discrimination unit according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.
A. First Embodiment

1. Configuration Principle of First Embodiment

[0016] Fig. 1 is a diagram for illustrating the principle of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to a first embodiment.

[0017] The main part of the charging circuit 100 is comprised of a rectification unit 10 for rectifying a generated voltage of an AC generator AG, a large-capacity capacitor 20 for storing a charging current, a voltage-detection determination unit 30A for detecting a charging voltage Va of the large-capacity capacitor 20 and for outputting a control signal CS to control whether or not input terminals AG1 and AG2 are shunted based on the detected charging voltage Va, and a shunt unit 40 for shunting the input terminals AG1 and AG2 based on the detection result. Further, d shown in the figure denotes a parasitic diode.

1-1: Overcharge Prevention Operation

[0018] In the following, an outline of the overcharge prevention operation will be described.

[0019] Since a charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20 when charging is performed, a charging voltage Va thereof gradually increases.

[0020] In this case, the voltage-detection determination unit 30A is arranged such that the control signal CS for shunting the input terminals AG1 and AG2 is output when the charging voltage Va exceeds a predetermined voltage, or it is arranged such that it determines whether or not the charging voltage Va exceeds the predetermined voltage, and the control signal CS for shunting the input terminals AG1 and AG2 is output if it determines that exceeding occurs.

[0021] As a result, the shunt unit 40 operates, and the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are shunted, and, for example, when the terminal voltage AG1 (V1) increases and the terminal voltage AG2 (V2) decreases, a limiter current ILIM flows through the path indicated by an arrow X in the figure.

[0022] Accordingly, no charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20, thereby preventing overcharging.

2. Configuration of First Embodiment

[0023] Fig. 2 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to the first embodiment.

[0024] The main parts of the charging circuit 100 is comprised of a rectification unit 10 for rectifying a generated voltage of an AC generator AG, the large-capacity capacitor 20 for storing a charging current, a comparison unit 30 (= voltage-detecting determination unit) for detecting a charging voltage Va of the large-capacity capacitor 20 and for comparing the charging voltage Va with a reference voltage Vref, and the shunt unit 40 for shunting the input terminals AG1 and AG2 based on the detection result of the comparison unit 30. Further, d shown in the figure denotes a parasitic diode.

[0025] At first, the rectification unit 10 is configured as a bridge-type full-wave rectifying circuit, and is arranged such that the generator voltage of the AC generator AG is supplied to the input terminals AG1 and AG2. The input terminals AG1 and AG2 are connected to the anodes of diodes D1 and D2, respectively, in which the cathodes thereof are connected to a high-potential power supply line VDD. As a result, the diodes D1 and D2 turn ON when the terminal voltages V1 and V2 of the input terminals AG1 and AG2 exceed the total values of the charging voltage Va and the voltage drop Vf of the diodes D1 and D2.

[0026] Further, enhancement-type N-channel FETs N1 and N2, are provided between the input terminals AG1 and AG2 and a low-potential power supply line VSS. A gate of the N-channel FET N1 is connected to the input terminal AG2, while a gate of the N-channel FET N2 is connected to the input terminal AG1. The N-channel FETs N1 and N2 have identical electrical characteristics, and the threshold voltages thereof are Vt.

[0027] Accordingly, if the generator voltage is supplied from the AC generator AG, the terminal voltage V2 exceeds the terminal voltage V1, and the terminal voltage V2 exceeds the threshold voltage Vt, then the N-channel FET N1 turns ON. At this moment, the N-channel FET N2 is OFF. Further, if the amplitude of the generator voltage is extremely small, the diode D2 should be OFF. If the generated voltage increases gradually, and the terminal voltage V2 exceeds the total value of the charging voltage Va and the voltage drop Vf of the diode D2, the diode D2 turns ON. Then, the charging current i flows through the path: "the input terminal AG2 → the diode D2 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor 20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the N-channel FET N1 → the input terminal AG1", and the electrical charge changes the large-capacity capacitor 20. Furthermore, on the other hand, if the terminal voltage V1 exceeds the terminal voltage V2, then the charging current i flows through the path: "the input terminal AG1 → the diode D1 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor 20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the N-channel FET N2 → the input terminal AG2", and the electrical charge charges the large-
the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 rises, and then exceeds the voltage of the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T2, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt, the N-channel
FET N1 is turned OFF. Accordingly, during the period of time $T_a$ (T3 to T4) while the diode D1 is ON, the charging current $i$ flows through the path: "the input terminal AG1 → the diode D1 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor C20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the N-channel FET N2", and the electric charge charges the large-capacity capacitor C20.

[0037] Thereafter, on the other hand, the terminal voltage V2 rises when the terminal voltage V1 falls, and the terminal voltage V2 exceeds the threshold voltage $V_t$ at time $T_5$. Then, the N-channel FET N1 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V2 rises and exceeds the high-potential power supply line VDD at time $T_6$, and further when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop $V_f$ of the diode D2 (at time $T_7$), the diode D2 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V1 is below the threshold voltage $V_t$, the N-channel FET N2 turns OFF. Accordingly, during the period of time $T_b$ (T7 to T8) while the diode D2 is ON, the charging current $i$ flows through the path: "the input terminal AG2 → the diode D2 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor C20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the N-channel FET N1", and the electric charge charges the large-capacity capacitor C20. As a result, the generator voltage is full-wave rectified, and thus the charging current $i$ shown in Fig. 4(c) is obtained.

3-2: Overcharge Prevention Operation

[0038] In the following, an overcharge prevention operation will be described with reference to the process flowchart in Fig. 5 and to Fig. 2.

[0039] Since the charging current $i$ flows into the large-capacity capacitor C20 when the above-described charging is performed, the charging voltage $V_a$ thereof rises gradually. The comparator COM in the comparison unit 30 compares the voltage $V_a'$ (= $V_a$·$R_2/(R_1+R_2)$), of which the charging voltage $V_a$ is divided by the resistors R1 and R2, with the reference voltage $V_{ref}$ (step S1), and sets the control signal CS to a low level when the former exceeds the latter.

[0040] As a result, because the limiter transistor $LIMTr$ switches from OFF to ON (step S2), the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are shunted, and, for example, when the terminal voltage AG1 ($V_1$) rises and the terminal voltage AG2 ($V_2$) falls, the limiter current $I_{LIM}$ flows through the path as indicated by an arrow X in the figure.

[0041] Overvoltage detection is a detection operation which may be performed by sampling even when the detection is not constantly performed. More concretely, the comparator COM and the resistors R1 and R2 are configured such that the power supplies thereto are stopped with a transistor switch, and the power is supplied to the comparator COM and the resistors R1 and R2 by turning the transistor switch ON for a period of a few seconds, and the overvoltage detection is performed, thereby reducing the current consumed according to the detection operation.

[0042] Moreover, in that case, a latch circuit may preferably be provided at an output of the comparator in order to maintain the output signal of the comparator during the sampling period.

[0043] When the limiter current $I_{LIM}$ flows into the AC generator AG, an electromagnetic brake is applied to a rotation of the rotor 14 thereof. Accordingly, because a load is applied to the rotor 14 even if the wristwatch is moved violently, the number of rotations decreases, and thus the terminal voltages V1 and V2 are lowered. In other words, this charging circuit 100 has a self-control characteristic such that the limiter current $I_{LIM}$ is reduced by forming a path for shunting.

[0044] In the meantime, as a method of preventing overcharging, it may be considered that the limiter transistor $LIMTr$ is provided between the rectification unit 10 and the large-capacity capacitor C20, and the rectification unit 10 and the large-capacity capacitor C20 are disconnected by turning the limiter transistor $LIMTr$ OFF when the charging voltage $V_a$ exceeds a predetermined voltage. However, with such a configuration, large generator voltages are generated at the input terminals AG1 and AG2, and thus it is necessary to make the breakdown voltage of the limiter transistor $LIMTr$ large, but for a charging circuit of small portable equipment such as a wristwatch, it is made as an IC (Integrated Circuit) using a transistor with a small breakdown voltage, thus the limiter transistor $LIMTr$ with a large breakdown voltage is not suitable for making an IC. Regarding this point, in the present embodiment, it is arranged that the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are shunted when the charging voltage $V_a$ exceeds the predetermined voltage, and as the limiter transistor $LIMTr$, one with a low breakdown voltage can be used. Thus it has the advantage of being easily made as an IC.

[0045] As described above, according to the first embodiment, since the rectification unit 10 is configured without using a comparator, the circuit scale can be made small, and also the current consumed can be reduced.

[0046] Further, since the shunt unit 40 is configured using a transmission gate, and is controlled so that the transmission gate is turned ON when the charging voltage $V_a'$ that is divided from the charging voltage $V_a$ exceeds the reference voltage $V_{ref}$, the charging voltage $V_a$ will never exceed the breakdown voltage of the large-capacity capacitor C20, thereby enabling the prevention of overcharging of the large-capacity capacitor C20.

[0047] In this case, since the shunt unit 40 is arranged to flow the generator current through a path that will not go through the diodes D1 and D2, but not by disconnecting the rectification unit 10 and the large-capacity capacitor C20, a transistor with a low breakdown voltage can be used for the one that is utilized in the shunt unit 40, thereby it is easily made as an IC. Further, when shunting the input terminals AG1 and AG2, a short brake is applied, so that the amplitudes of the terminal voltages V1 and V2 can be automatically lowered.
B. Second Embodiment

In the above described first embodiment, since a source potential of the limiter transistor LIMTr rises above a body potential by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diodes D1 and D2 at the time of electricity generation, the threshold voltage Vt of the limiter transistor is reduced due to a backgate effect. For example, Fig. 16 shows the IDS-VGS characteristics of an enhancement-type P-channel FET, which is commonly used. From this figure, it is apparent that the IDS-VGS characteristic varies when the body potential Vsub is reduced for the source potential Vs, and thus the threshold voltage Vt (absolute value between the gate and the source) is lowered. Accordingly, the charging voltage Va does not reach a predetermined voltage, and thus there is a case in which a small limiter current ILIM flows, as a resistance value between the source and the gate of the limiter transistor LIMTr is decreased during a period of time in which the limiter transistor LIMTr should be primarily OFF. In particular, it will be a problem when the generator current is large and the voltage drop Vf becomes large. Further, in the IC for use in a watch, since the threshold voltage Vt of the MOSFET is set to a low voltage such as 0.5 V, the influence of the backgate effect is substantial.

In view of such points, the second embodiment is made, and when the charging voltage Va does not reach the reference voltage Vref, a shunt path of the input terminals AG1 and AG2 is securely opened.

1. configuration of Second Embodiment

Fig. 6 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to the second embodiment. The charging circuit 101 is configured similarly to the charging circuit 100 of the first embodiment shown in Fig. 2, except for the points that instead of the rectification unit 10 of the first embodiment, a rectification unit 10' in which the low-potential power supply line VSS and the high-potential power supply line VDD are reversed is used, and a shunt unit 40' is used. Further, the configurations of the AC generator AG and the peripheral mechanism thereof are similar to the ones of the first embodiment shown in Fig. 3.

At first, in the rectification unit 10', the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are connected to the low-potential power supply line VSS through the diodes D1 and D2. Further, enhancement-type P-channel FETs P1 and P2 are provided between the input terminals AG1 and AG2 and the high-potential power supply line VDD. On one hand, a gate of the P-channel FET P1 is connected to the input terminal AG2, and on the other hand, a gate of the P-channel FET P2 is connected to the input terminal AG1.

Accordingly, when the voltage at the input terminal AG1 is lower than the voltage at the input terminal AG2, and when the voltage Vgs between the gate and the source of the P-channel FET P2 exceeds a certain value, the P-channel FET P2 turns ON. Further, when the voltage at the input terminal AG1 is below the voltage value of the low-potential power supply line VSS by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 as it is reduced, the diode D1 turns ON. Then, the charging current flows through the path: "the input terminal AG2 → the P-channel FET P2 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacitance capacitor 20 → the diode D1 → the input terminal AG1", and the electric charge charges the large-capacitance capacitor 20.

Then, the shunt unit 40' is comprised of an enhancement-type P-channel limiter transistor LIMTr and diodes D3 and D4. It is arranged that a source and a body of the limiter transistor LIMTr are connected to the high-potential power supply line VDD, and a drain thereof is connected to anodes of each of the diodes D3 and D4, and further a control signal CS is supplied to the gate thereof. Moreover, the cathodes of the diodes D3 and D4 are connected to the input terminals AG1 and AG2, respectively. Herein, since a potential at the body of the limiter transistor LIMTr becomes equal to the one at the source thereof, no problems occur such as a resistance value OFF being reduced by a backgate effect. Accordingly, the shunt unit 40' enables efficient charging since no limiter current ILIM flows when performing charging for the large-capacitance capacitor 20.

In the shunt unit 40' of the present embodiment, since the diodes D3 and D4 are provided, no immediate limiter current ILIM flows even when the limiter transistor LIMTr is turned ON, but it is required to fulfill the conditions given by the following equations 1 and 2. Wherein, the voltage between the drain and source of the limiter transistor LIMTr is Vds', and the voltage drops of the diodes D3 and D4 are Vf.

\[ V2 < Va - Vds' - Vf \quad \text{equation (1)} \]

\[ V1 < Va - Vds' - Vf \quad \text{equation (2)} \]
2. Operation of Second Embodiment

[0055] In the following, an operation of a wristwatch according to the second embodiment will be described with reference to the drawings.

2-1: Charging Operation

[0056] Fig. 7 is a timing chart showing a charging operation of the charging circuit. Vt in the figure denotes the threshold voltages of the P-channel FETs P1 and P2.

[0057] As shown in the figure, when the terminal voltage V1 is below the threshold voltage Vt at time T1, the P-channel FET P2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V1 falls, and will be below the low-potential power supply line VSS at time T2, and when it further falls by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D1 (at time T3), then the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V2 exceeds the threshold voltage Vt, the P-channel FET P1 turns OFF. Accordingly, during the period of time Ta (T3 to T4) while the diode D1 is ON, the charging current flows through the path: "the input terminal AG → the P-channel FET P2 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor 20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the diode D1", and the electric charge charges the large-capacity capacitor 20.

[0058] Thereafter, on the other hand, the terminal voltage V2 falls when the terminal voltage V1 rises, and the terminal voltage V2 is below the threshold voltage Vt at time T5. Then, the P-channel FET P1 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage V2 falls, and is below the low-potential power supply line VSS at time T6, and further when it falls by an amount of the voltage drop Vf of the diode D2 (at time T7), the diode D2 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage V1 exceeds the threshold voltage Vt, the P-channel FET P2 turns OFF. Accordingly, during the period of time Tb (T7 to T8) while the diode D2 is ON, the charging current flows through the path: "the input terminal AG1 → the P-channel FET P1 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor 20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the diode D2", and the electric charge charges the large-capacity capacitor 20. As a result, the generator voltage is full-wave rectified, and thus the charging current shown in Fig. 4(c) is obtained.

2-2: Overcharge Prevention Operation

[0059] In the following, for an overcharge prevention operation will be described with reference to Fig. 6. Since the charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20 when the above-described charging is performed, the charging voltage Va thereof rises gradually. The comparator COM in the comparison unit 30 compares the voltage Va (= Va·R2/(R1+R2)), of which the charging voltage Va is divided by the resistors R1 and R2, with the reference voltage Vref, and sets the control signal CS to the low level when the former exceeds the latter. As a result, the limiter transistor LIMTr switches from OFF to ON.

[0060] Herein, the P-channel FET P1 turns ON when the terminal voltage V2 falls, and becomes lower than the threshold voltage V1, and further when the terminal voltage V2 fulfills the condition of the above described equation 2, the limiter current ILIM flows through the path indicated by an arrow X1 in the figure. On the other hand, when the terminal voltage V1 falls, and the P-channel FET P2 turns ON, and further when the terminal voltage V1 fulfills the condition of the above described equation 1, the limiter current ILIM flows through the path indicated by an arrow X2 in the figure.

[0061] As a result, the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are shunted, and no charging current flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20 even when the terminal voltages V1 and V2 exceed the charging voltage Va, thereby making it possible to avoid overcharging of the large-capacity capacitor 20. Further, in the present embodiment, similarly to the first embodiment, when the limiter current ILIM flows into the AG generator AG, an electromagnetic brake is applied to the rotor 14, and thus the charging circuit 101 has a self-control characteristic.

3. Advantage of Second Embodiment

[0062] As described above, according to the second embodiment, since the source and body of the limiter transistor LIMTr are connected to the high-potential power supply line VDD, there is no possibility that the body potential exceeds the source potential, and thus no limiter current ILIM flows during normal operation due to the backgate effect. As a result, the charging efficiency can be further enhanced.

C. Third Embodiment

1. Configuration of Third Embodiment

[0063] Fig. 8 is a circuit diagram of the charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch according to the third embodiment.
of the present invention.

In Fig. 8, the same reference numerals and symbols indicate the same elements and parts in Fig. 2.

The points in the charging circuit 100" of the present third embodiment that differ from the charging circuit 100 of the first embodiment are that, instead of the limiter transistor LIMTr which functions as the shunt unit 40, there are provided a limiter transistor LIMTr1 that is an enhancement-type N-channel FET, which is connected, in parallel with an N-channel FET N1, between the input terminal AG1 and the low-potential power supply line VSS, a gate terminal thereof being connected to an output terminal of the comparator COM; and a limiter transistor LIMTr2 that is an enhancement-type N-channel FET, which is connected, in parallel with an N-channel FET N2, between the input terminal AG2 and the low-potential power supply line VSS, a gate terminal thereof being connected to an output terminal of the comparator COM.

The limiter transistor LIMTr1 and the limiter transistor LIMTr2 have the same electrical characteristics, and in the present example, since they are configured with an N-channel, they turn OFF (open) when the control signal CS is at a low level, and they turn ON (connected) when the control signal CS is at a high level. Accordingly, when the charging voltage Va exceeds the predetermined voltage, the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are connected, and thus the limiter current ILIM flows, thereby no charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20.

2. Operation of Third Embodiment

An operation of the present third embodiment during charging is basically the same as in the first embodiment, and thus an operation of overcharge prevention will be described with reference to Fig. 8.

Since the charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20 when charging is performed, the charging voltage Va thereof rises gradually. The comparator COM in the comparison unit 30 compares the voltage Va' (= Va·R2/(R1+R2)), of which the charging voltage Va is divided by the resistors R1 and R2, with the reference voltage Vref, and sets the control signal CS to the low-potential level when the former exceeds the latter.

Then, because the limiter transistor LIMTr1 and the limiter transistor LIMTr2 simultaneously switch from OFF to ON, the input terminals AG1 and AG2 are shunted, and the limiter current ILIM flows through the path as indicated by an arrow X' in the figure.

Further, overvoltage detection is a detection operation which may be performed by sampling even when the detection is not being constantly performed. More concretely, the comparator COM and the resistors R1 and R2 are configured such that the power supplies thereto are stopped with a transistor switch, and the power is supplied to the comparator COM and the resistors R1 and R2 by turning the transistor switch ON for a period of a few seconds, and the overvoltage detection is performed, thereby reducing the current consumed according to the detection operation.

Moreover, in that case, a latch circuit may preferably be provided at an output of the comparator in order to maintain an output signal of the comparator during the sampling period.

When the limiter current ILIM flows into the AC generator AG, an electromagnetic brake is applied to a rotation of the rotor 14 thereof. Accordingly, because a load is applied to the rotor 14 even if the wristwatch is moved violently, the number of rotations decreases, and thus the terminal voltages V1 and V2 are lowered. In other words, this charging circuit 100" has a self-control characteristic such that the limiter current ILIM is reduced by forming a path for shunting.

As described above, since the rectification unit 10 is configured without using a comparator, the circuit scale can be made small, and also the current consumed can be reduced.

Further, since the shunt unit 40 is configured with the limiter transistor LIMTr1 and the limiter transistor LIMTr2 that are both N-channel FETs, and are controlled so that the limiter transistor LIMTr1 and the limiter transistor LIMTr2 are simultaneously turned ON when the charging voltage Va' that is divided from the charging voltage Va exceeds the reference voltage Vref, the charging voltage Va will never exceed the breakdown voltage of the large-capacity capacitor 20, thereby enabling the prevention of overcharging of the large-capacity capacitor 20.

In this case, since the shunt unit 40 is arranged to flow the generator current through a path that will not go through the diodes D1 and D2, but not by disconnecting the rectification unit 10 and the large-capacity capacitor 20, a transistor with a low breakdown voltage can be used for the one that is utilized in the shunt unit 40, thereby it is easily made as an IC. Further, when shunting the input terminals AG1 and AG2, a short brake is applied, so that the amplitudes of the terminal voltages V1 and V2 can be lowered automatically.

3. Advantage of Third Embodiment

As described above, according to the third embodiment, since the source and body of the limiter transistor LIMTr are connected to the high-potential power supply line VDD, there is no possibility that the body potential exceeds the source potential, and thus no limiter current ILIM flows during normal operation due to the backgate effect. As a result, the charging efficiency can be further enhanced.

Furthermore, compared to the second embodiment, it is possible to omit the diodes D3 and D4 for use in limiters.
that are externally attached elements, thereby enabling the formation of the circuit within an integrated circuit.

D. Fourth Circuit


[0078] Fig. 9 is a circuit diagram of a charging circuit that is used in a wristwatch and is provided as background art.

[0079] In Fig. 9, the same reference numerals and symbols indicate the same elements and parts in Fig. 2.

[0080] The main part of the charging circuit 100''' is comprised of a rectification unit 10 for rectifying a generator voltage of an AC generator AG, a large-capacity capacitor 20 for storing a charging current, a comparison unit 30 for detecting a charging voltage \( V_a \) of the large-capacity capacitor 20 and for comparing the charging voltage \( V_a \) with a reference voltage \( V_{\text{ref}} \), and a shunt unit 40 for shunting the high-potential power supply line VDD and the low-potential power supply line VSS based on the detection result of the comparison unit 30, and a reversed-current-prevention diode DRP for preventing a reversed current. Further, d shown in the figure denotes a parasitic diode.

[0081] In the present case, detailed descriptions of the configurations for the rectification unit 10, the large-capacity capacitor 20 and the comparison unit 30 are omitted since they are the same for the ones in the first embodiment.

[0082] In the following, a configuration of the shunt unit 40 will be described.

[0083] The shunt unit 40 is comprised of a limiter transistor LIMTr. As the limiter transistor LIMTr, an enhancement-type P-channel transistor is used, and it is connected to the power supply lines VDD and VSS. In the present example, configured with a P-channel, it turns ON (connected) when the control signal CS is at a low level, and it turns OFF (open) when the control signal CS is at a high level. Accordingly, when the charging voltage \( V_a \) exceeds the predetermined voltage, and the limiter current ILIM flows by shunting the high-potential power supply line VDD and the low-potential power supply line VSS, no charging current \( i \) flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20.

[0084] At this moment, the reversed-current-prevention diode DRP prevents the Limiter current ILIM from flowing into the large-capacity capacitor 20 as the charging current \( i \).

2. Operation of Fourth Circuit.

[0085] In the following, an operation of the wristwatch according to the fourth circuit will be described with reference to Fig. 4.

2-1: Charging Operation

[0086] When the AC generator AG starts generating electricity, a generator voltage is supplied to both input terminals AG1 and AG2. In this case, the terminal voltage \( V_1 \) at the input terminal AG1 and the terminal voltage \( V_2 \) at the input terminal AG2 are such that the phases thereof are reversed, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Further, in the figures, \( V_t \) denotes the threshold voltages of the n-channel FET N1 and N2.

[0087] As shown in the figures, when the terminal voltage \( V_1 \) exceeds the threshold voltage \( V_t \) at time T1, the n-channel FET N2 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage rises, and exceeds the potential of the high-potential power supply line VDD, and further, when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop \( V_f \) of the diode D1 (at time T3), the diode D1 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage \( V_2 \) is below the threshold voltage \( V_t \), the n-channel FET N1 is OFF. Accordingly, during the period of time Ta (T3 to T4) while the diode D1 is ON, the charging current flows through the path: “the input terminal AG1 → the diode D1 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor 20 → the reversed flow prevention diode DRP → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the n-channel FET N2”, and the electric charge charges the large-capacity capacitor 20.

[0088] Thereafter, on the other hand, the terminal voltage \( V_2 \) rises when the terminal voltage \( V_1 \) falls, and the terminal voltage \( V_2 \) exceeds the threshold voltage \( V_t \) at time T5. Then, the N-channel FET N1 turns ON. Thereafter, the terminal voltage \( V_2 \) rises, and exceeds the high-potential power supply line VDD at time T6, and further when it rises by an amount of the voltage drop \( V_f \) of the diode D2 (at time T7), the diode D2 turns ON. At this moment, since the terminal voltage \( V_1 \) is below the threshold voltage \( V_t \), the N-channel FET N2 is OFF. Accordingly, during the period of time Tb (T7 to T8) while the diode D2 is ON, the charging current \( i \) flows through the path: “the input terminal AG2 → the diode D2 → the high-potential power supply line VDD → the large-capacity capacitor 20 → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the reversed-current-prevention diode DRP → the N-channel FET N1”, and the electric charge charges the large-capacity capacitor 20. As a result, the generator voltage is full-wave rectified, and thus the charging current \( i \) shown in Fig. 4(c) is obtained.
2-2: Overcharge Prevention Operation

[0089] In the following, for an overcharge prevention operation will be described with reference to the process flowchart in Fig. 5 and to Fig. 2.

[0090] Since the charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20 when the above-described charging is performed, the charging voltage Va thereof rises gradually. The comparator COM in the comparison unit 30 compares the voltage Va’ (=Va R2/(R1+R2)), of which the charging voltage Va is divided by the resistors R1 and R2, with the reference voltage Vref (step S1), and sets the control signal CS to the low level when the former exceeds the latter.

[0091] As a result, since the limiter transistor LIMTr switches from OFF to ON (step S2), the high-potential power supply line VDD and the low-potential power supply line VSS are shunted, and, for example, when the terminal voltage AG1 (V1) rises and the terminal voltage AG2 (V2) falls, the limiter current ILIM flows through the path indicated by an arrow X in the figure.

[0092] When the limiter current LLIM flows into the AC generator AG, an electromagnetic brake is applied to a rotation of the rotor 14 thereof. Accordingly, because a load is applied to the rotor 14 even if the wristwatch is moved violently, the number of rotations decreases, and thus the terminal voltages V1 and V2 are lowered. In other words, this charging circuit 100 has a self-control characteristic such that the limiter current ILIM is reduced by forming a path for shunting.

[0093] As described above, according to the fourth circuit, since the rectification unit 10 is configured without using a comparator, the circuit scale can be made small, and also the current consumed can be reduced.

[0094] Further, since the shunt unit 40 is configured with a field effect transistor, and is arranged to be controlled such that the limiter transistor turns ON when the voltage Va’, of which the charging voltage Va is divided, exceeds the reference voltage Vref, the charging voltage Va will never exceed the breakdown voltage of the large-capacity capacitor 20, thereby enabling the prevention of overcharging of the large-capacity capacitor 20.

E. Fifth Embodiment

1. Configuration of Fifth Embodiment

[0095] Fig. 18 is a circuit diagram of a voltage-detection determination unit that is another embodiment of the voltage-detection determination unit of the first embodiment. In Fig. 18, the same symbols and references are attached to the parts or elements that are the same as the first embodiment in Fig. 1.

[0096] A voltage-detection determination unit 30A is comprised of a constant current source CCNST in which one end thereof is connected to a power supply VDD, a transistor Q1 in which a drain D and a gate G thereof are commonly connected to the other end of the constant current source CCNST, a transistor Q2 in which a drain D and a gate G thereof are commonly connected to a source S of the transistor Q1, a pull-down resistor RPD in which one end thereof is connected to the power supply VDD, a first inverter INV1 in which an input terminal thereof is connected to the other end of the pull-down resistor RPD, a second inverter INV2 in which an input terminal thereof is connected to an output terminal of the first inverter INV1 and for outputting a control signal CS, and a current mirror circuit CMC that is connected between a source S of the transistor Q2 and the other end of the pull-down resistor RPD as well as to a power supply VSS.

[0097] The current mirror circuit CMC is comprised of a transistor QD in which a drain D and a gate G thereof are commonly connected to a source S of the transistor Q2, and a transistor QC in which a drain D thereof is connected to the other end of the pull-down resistor RPD, a gate G thereof is connected to the gate G of the transistor QD, and a source S thereof is connected to the power supply VSS.

2. Operation of Fifth Embodiment

[0098] In the following, an operation of the voltage-detection determination unit 30A of the fifth embodiment will be described with reference to Figs. 1 and 18.

[0099] While the power supply voltage (VDD - VSS) is low, that is, in Fig. 18, when it is less than the total voltage of the threshold voltages of the transistor Q1, the transistor Q2, and the transistor QD, no current flows from the constant current source CCNST, the transistor QD and the transistor QC in the current mirror circuit CMC are OFF, and the voltage V1 (= equivalent to an “H” level) to which the power supply VDD is pulled-down by the pull-down resistor RPD is supplied to the input terminal of the first inverter INV1, and the first inverter INV1 outputs a signal with an “L” level.

[0100] As a result, since the second inverter INV 2 makes the control signal CS to be at the “H” level, the limiter transistor 40 maintains OFF.

[0101] On the other hand, when the power supply (VDD - VSS) becomes large, and exceeds the predetermined voltage (in Fig. 18, the total voltage of the threshold voltages of the transistor Q1, the transistor Q2, and the transistor QD), a current flows from the constant current source CCNST to the power supply VSS side through the transistors Q1, Q2, and QD, and a current having a size which is equivalent to the current between the drain D and the source S of the
E. Modifications

[0102] Herein, the current that flows through the transistor QC is set to be larger than a current that may flow through
the pull-down resistor RPD, and, as a result, the voltage V1 becomes a voltage which is equivalent to the “L” level.

[0103] As a result, since the first inverter INV1 outputs a signal at the “H” level, and the second inverter INV2 makes
the control signal CS to be at the “L” level, the limiter transistor 40 turns ON, and thus the limiter current flows.

[0104] As described above, the voltage-detection determination unit 30A in the fifth embodiment does not substantially
consumes current when the power source voltage is low, thus it is suitable for a circuit which prevents an overvoltage
in portable electronic equipment that is driven by a battery and the like.

[0105] The present invention is not limited to the above described embodiments, and for example, various kinds of
modifications to be described below are possible.

(1) The charging circuit 100 of the first embodiment as described above may be comprised as the charging circuit
100' by reversing the high-potential power supply line VDD and the low-potential power supply line VSS. A config-
uration of the charging circuit 100' will be shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the charging circuit 100' is the same as the
charging circuit 100 in the first embodiment except for the point that instead of the rectification unit 10 the rectification
unit 10' illustrated in the second embodiment is used.

(2) The charging circuit 101 in the second embodiment as described above may be comprised as the charging circuit
101' by reversing the high-potential power supply line VDD and the low-potential power supply line VSS. In this
case, when simply applying the rectification unit 10 illustrated in the first embodiment instead of the rectification unit
10, it becomes a circuit as shown in Fig. 11. Herein, a limiter current ILIM flows through the path indicated by an
arrow Y when the terminal voltage V1 becomes larger than the terminal voltage V2. However, since the N-channel
FET N2 turns ON as the terminal voltage V1 rises, there is a problem in that the large-capacity capacitor 20 is
shunted and a shunt current flows through the path indicated by an arrow Z.
Thus, the charging circuit 101' needs to be configured as shown in Fig. 12. This charging circuit 101' is the same as
the charging circuit 101 of the second embodiment except for the points that it uses the rectification unit 10
illustrated in the first embodiment instead of the rectification unit 10', and uses an enhancement-type N-channel
FET as the limiter transistor LIMTr, and a positive input terminal and a negative input terminal of the comparator
COM are reversed. That is, it is not required to allow limiter current obtained by shunting the generator current to
flow through the diodes D1 and D2 for use in rectification.
In this case, since the comparator COM makes the control signal CS to be at a high level when the voltage Va' of
which the charging voltage V'a is divided, exceeds the reference voltage Vref, the limiter transistor LIMTr turns ON.
Herein, when the terminal voltage V1 rises, the limiter current ILIM flows through the path indicated by an arrow Y'
in the figure, thus overcharging of the large-capacity capacitor 20 is prevented. Now, an overcharge prevention
operation of the charging circuit 101' will be described with reference to the timing chart shown in Fig. 17. In the
figure, since the limiter transistors LIMTr is OFF during the period of time when the control signal CS is at the low
level (up to T10 and from T20 on words), the rectification unit 10 performs a normal rectification operation similar
to Fig. 4, and the charging current i shown in Fig. 17(d) flows into the large-capacity capacitor 20. Now, when the
control signal CS becomes a high level, as shown in Fig. 17(a), the limiter transistor turns ON. In this case, when, the
terminal voltage V1 at the input terminal AG1 rises by an amount of the sum of the voltage drop Vf of the diode
D3 and the voltage Vds between the drain and the source of the limiter transistor LIMTr, as shown in Fig. 17(b), the
diode D3 turns ON. Then, the limiter current ILIM shown in Fig. 17(e) flows through the path: “the input terminal
AG1 → the diode D3 → the limiter transistor LIMTr → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the N-channel
FET N2 → the input terminal AG2”. On the other hand, when the terminal voltage V2 at the input terminal AG2 rises,
as shown in Fig. 17(c), the diode D4 turns ON, and the limiter current ILIM flows through the path: “the input terminal
AG2 → the diode D4 → the limiter transistor LIMTr → the low-potential power supply line VSS → the N-channel
FET N1 → the input terminal AG1”. Accordingly, since the diodes D3 and D4 turn ON before the diodes D1 and D2
turn ON, even when the terminal voltages V1 and V2 rise, no charging current i flows into the large-capacity capacitor
20, thereby enabling the prevention of overcharging.

(3) In each of the embodiments and modifications described above, they are described considering a wristwatch as
an example of electronic equipment that uses the charging circuits 100 and 101, but the present invention is not
limited to this, and can be applied to, for example, a table clock, other types of timepiece, a portable blood-pressure
meter, a portable telephone, a pager, a pedometer, a pocket calculator, a notebook-type personal computer, an
electronic pocket notebook, a portable radio, and the like. In summary, it may be applied to anything that is electronic
equipment that consumes electrical power. In the electronic equipment such that as described above, since an
electronic circuit and a mechanical system that are installed therein are continuously operable even if there is no
battery, the electronic equipment can be used anytime, and further it is no longer required to perform battery re-
placement, which may be cumbersome. Moreover, there is no problem associated with discarding a battery.
Further, a non-chargeable battery and the charging circuits 100 and 101 may be used together, and in this case,
when the electronic equipment is not carried for a long period of time, the electronic equipment can be operated
immediately by electrical power from the battery, and thereafter, as a user carries the electronic equipment, the
electronic equipment can be operated by generated electrical power.
(4) In each of the embodiments and modifications described above, as examples of the switching means, although
unipolar transistors, such as the P-channel FETs P1 and P2 and the N-channel FETs N1 and N2 are illustrated,
PNP-type transistors may be used in place of the P-channel FETs P1 and P2 and NPN-type bipolar transistors may
be used in place of the N-channel FETs N1 and N2. However, in these bipolar transistors, since the saturation
voltage between the emitter and the collector thereof is normally about 0.3 V, when the electromotive voltage of the
AC generator AG is small, it is desirable to use the FET as in the above described embodiments.
(5) In each of the embodiments and modifications described above, the comparator COM may be configured using
the FET, and all of the charging circuits 100 and 101 may be installed in one chip of an IC. Further, the diodes D1
to D4 may be anything, and as long as they are one directional elements that allow a current to flow in one direction,
no specific type is considered. For example, besides a germanium diode, a Schottky diode may be used. In particular,
because a drop voltage is as small as 0.3 V for the Schottky diode, it is suitable when the electromotive voltage is small.
(6) The charging circuits 100 and 101 according to each of the embodiments as described above and the charging
circuits 100’ and 101’ according to the modifications may be applied in an electronic-controlled mechanical watch
provided with a windup-type generator. Fig. 13 is a perspective view showing a mechanical structure of an electronic-
controlled mechanical watch. In this wristwatch, it is arranged that the spring 110 is coupled with a control circuit (not shown),
and by winding the crown, mechanical energy is stored in the spring 110. A speed-increasing wheel array 120 is
provided between the spring 110 and a rotor 131 of a generator 130. The speed-increasing wheel array 120 is
comprised of a second wheel 121 to which a minute hand 124 is fixed, a third wheel 122, and a fourth wheel 123
to which a second hand 125 is fixed, and the like. Then, it is arranged that a movement of the spring 110 is transmitted
to the rotor 131 of the generator 130 by this speed-increasing wheel array 120, and thus the generation of electricly
is performed. Herein, the generator 130 also functions as an electromagnetic brake, and rotates the indicators that
are fixed to the speed-increasing wheel array 120. In this regard, the generator 130 also functions as a regulator.
Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing an electrical configuration of the electronic-controlled mechanical watch to which
the charging circuit 100 of the first embodiment is applied. In the figure, the charging circuit 100 is comprised of the
generator 130 and a rectifying circuit 140. An oscillation circuit 160 generates a clock signal CLK by using a crystal
oscillator 161. In a speed-governor circuit 170, when a detection circuit 172 detects a generator frequency of the
generator 130, a control circuit 103 controls, based on the result of this detection, a shunt unit 40 to make a rotational
speed of the rotor 131 constant by regulating the electromagnetic brake such that a rotational frequency of the rotor
131 matches the frequency of the clock signal CLK.
Herein, rotational control of the generator 130 is performed by switching ON/OFF the shunt unit 40 with which it
enables both of the coil ends of the AC generator AG to be shunted. This switching is analogous to the limiter
transistor LIMTr in the above described embodiments. When the switch is turned ON, with this chopping, a short
brake is applied to the AC generator AG and electrical energy is stored in the coil of the AC generator AG. On the
other hand, when the switch is turned OFF, the AC generator AG is operated, and the electrical energy stored in the
coil is discharged and an electromotive voltage is generated. Since electrical energy at a time when the switch
is turned OFF is added to the electromotive voltage at this moment, the value thereof can be raised. Accordingly,
when the AC generator AG is controlled with the chopping, a drop of the generator power during breaking can be
compensated for by an amount of the raise in the electromotive voltage at a time of switching OFF, and a retarding
torque can be increased while keeping the generator power constant, thereby enabling the configuration of an
electronic-controlled mechanical watch with a long operating time. In this case, the switch for use in chopping and the
limiter transistor LIMTr for use in overcharge prevention can be used together, thus enabling the configuration
to be made simple.
(7) Further, a comparison operation in the comparison unit 30 in each of the embodiments and the modifications
described above is one that has always been performed, but the present invention is not limited to this, the comparison
operation may be performed with a sampling frequency, or the comparison operation may be performed while the
AC generator AG is in the generation state by detecting the generation state of the AC generator AG.

Industrial Applicability

[0106] According to the present invention as described above, it is arranged that when the charging voltage exceeds
a predetermined voltage, a generator current that is output from one of the input terminals is supplied to the other one
of the input terminals through a path that does not pass through the first and second diodes, thus overcharging of the
charging element can be prevented. Further, since no comparator is used for controlling the switching means, the circuit scale can be made small, and a low consumption power can be further reduced.

Further, when using the transmission gate, both input terminals are shunted by this gate, and thus overcharging of the charging element can be prevented with a simple configuration. As a result, the manufacturing cost can be reduced, and further, it facilitates the integration of the charging circuit into electronic equipment such as a wristwatch, in which the requirement of saving space is severe.

Moreover, when a shunt path is formed through an N-channel field effect transistor or a P-channel field effect transistor and a diode, an off-resistance is not lowered by a backgate effect, and thus there is an advantage that charging efficiency is not lowered as a limiter current flows when the charging voltage is less than the predetermined voltage, thereby enabling the charging circuit to securely function.

Claims

1. An overcharge prevention method which is used in a charging circuit, said charging circuit comprising first and second diodes (D1 and D2) which are connected between respective input terminals (AG1 and AG2) to which an alternating-current voltage is supplied, and a charging element (20) connected between a first power supply line (VSS) and a second power supply line (VDD), for rectifying said alternating-current voltage and for charging electrical power into said charging element (20), wherein said method comprises the steps of:
   - detecting a charged voltage of said charging element (20);
   - comparing said detected charged voltage with a predetermined voltage; and
   - supplying a generator current that flows into one of said input terminals to the other one of said input terminals by shunting both of said input terminals (AG1 and AG2) when said detected charged voltage exceeds said predetermined voltage; characterized in that it further comprises the step of controlling, using first and second switching means (N1 and N2) whether or not, according to a terminal voltage at one of the input terminals, the other one of the input terminals and the first power supply line (VSS) are connected; wherein the step of shunting is performed using third switching means (40, 40') comprising a transistor, and wherein during shunting the generator current does not pass through said first and second diodes.

2. A charging circuit for rectifying an alternating-current voltage supplied to first and second input terminals (AG1 and AG2) and for charging electrical power into a charging element (20) that is provided between first and second power supply lines (VSS and VDD), comprising:
   - a first diode (D1) provided between said first input terminal (AG1) and said second power supply line (VDD);
   - a second diode (D2) provided between said second input terminal (AG2) and said second power supply line (VDD);
   - comparison means (30) for detecting a charged voltage of said charging element (20), and for comparing said detected charged voltage with a predetermined voltage;
   - shunt means (40) for shunting said first input terminal (AG1) and said second input terminal (AG2) by supplying a generator current that flows into one of said input terminals to the other one of said input terminals, based on a comparison result in said comparison means (30); characterized by first switching means (N1) provided between said first input terminal (AG1) and said first power supply line (VSS), in which ON/OFF switching thereof is controlled on the basis of a voltage at said second input terminal (AG2); and second switching means (N2) provided between said second input terminal (AG2) and said first power supply line (VSS), in which ON/OFF switching thereof is controlled on the basis of a voltage at said first input terminal (AG1); wherein said shunt means (40) includes third switching means comprising a transistor disposed in such a way that during shunting the generator current does not pass through said first and second diodes.

3. A charging circuit according to claim 2 wherein said shunt means (40) comprises:
   - a third diode (D3) in which one end thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1);
   - a fourth diode (D4) in which one end thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2); and
   - a transistor (LIMTr) which is connected to the other ends of said third and fourth diodes (D3 and D4) and is also connected to said first and second power supply lines (VSS and VDD).
4. A charging circuit according to claim 2, wherein the first and second power supply lines (VSS and VDD) comprise a low-potential power supply line and a high-potential power supply line respectively;

wherein the first diode (D1) has an anode connected to said first input terminal (AG1) and a cathode connected to said high-potential power supply line (VDD);

wherein the second diode (D2) has an anode connected to said second input terminal (AG2) and a cathode connected to said high-potential power supply line (VDD);

wherein the first switching means comprises a first N-channel field effect transistor (N1) in which a drain thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1), a source thereof is connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS), and a gate thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2);

wherein the second switching means comprises a second N-channel field effect transistor (N2) in which a drain thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2), a source thereof is connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS), and a gate thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1);

wherein the comparison means (30) comprises a comparator (COM) for comparing a charged voltage of said charging element (20) with a predetermined voltage;

and wherein the shunt means (40) comprises a transmission gate provided between said first and second input terminals, in which ON/OFF switching thereof is controlled on the basis of a comparison result of said comparator (COM).

5. A charging circuit according to claim 2, wherein the first and second power supply lines (VSS and VDD) comprise a high-potential power supply line and a low-potential power supply line respectively;

wherein the first diode (D1) has a cathode connected to said first input terminal (AG1) and an anode connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS);

wherein the second diode (D2) has a cathode connected to said second input terminal (AG2) and an anode connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS);

wherein the first switching means comprises a first P-channel field effect transistor (P1) in which a drain thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1), a source thereof is connected to said high-potential power supply line (VDD), and a gate thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2);

wherein the second switching means comprises a second P-channel field effect transistor (P2) in which a drain thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2), a source thereof is connected to said high-potential power supply line (VDD), and a gate thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1);

wherein the comparison means (30) comprises a comparator (COM) for comparing a charged voltage of said charging element (20) with a predetermined voltage; and

wherein the shunt means (40) comprises a transmission gate provided between said first and second input terminals (AG1 and AG2), in which ON/OFF switching thereof is controlled on the basis of a comparison result of said comparator (COM).

6. A charging circuit according to claim 4, wherein the transmission gate comprises:

- a third diode (D3) in which an anode thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1);
- a fourth diode (D4) in which an anode thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2); and
- a third N-channel field effect transistor (LIMTr) in which a drain thereof is connected to cathodes of said third and fourth diodes (D3 and D4), a source thereof is connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS), and a comparison result of said comparator (COM) is supplied to a gate thereof.

7. A charging circuit according to claim 5, wherein the transmission gate comprises:

- a third diode (D3) in which a cathode thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1);
- a fourth diode (D4) in which a cathode thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2); and
- a third P-channel field effect transistor (LIMTr) in which a drain thereof is connected to anodes of said third and fourth diodes (D3 and D4), a source thereof is connected to said high-potential power supply line (VDD), and a comparison result of said comparator (COM) is supplied to a gate thereof.

8. A charging circuit according to claim 4, wherein the transmission gate comprises:

- a third N-channel field effect transistor (LIMTr1) in which a drain thereof is connected to said first input terminal (AG1), a source thereof is connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS), and a gate thereof is connected to an output terminal of said comparator (COM); and
- a fourth N-channel field effect transistor (LIMTr2) in which a drain thereof is connected to said second input terminal (AG2), a source thereof is connected to said high-potential power supply line (VDD), and a gate thereof is connected to an output terminal of said comparator (COM).
terminal (AG2), a source thereof is connected to said low-potential power supply line (VSS), and a gate thereof is connected to an output terminal of said comparator (COM).

9. Electronic equipment in which is installed a charging circuit according to any one of claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, and which operates in accordance with electrical power that is supplied from said charging circuit.

10. A timepiece in which is installed a charging circuit according to any one of claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, and which includes a timepiece circuit that measures time in accordance with electrical power that is supplied from said charging circuit.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Verhinderung von Überladung, welches in einer Ladeschaltung verwendet wird, wobei die Ladeschaltung erste und zweite Dioden (D1 und D2), welche zwischen jeweilige Eingangsanschlüsse (AG1 und AG2) geschaltet sind, an welche eine Wechselspannung angelegt wird, und ein Ladeelement (20), das zwischen eine erste Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) und eine zweite Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) geschaltet ist, zum Gleichrichten der Wechselspannung und zum Laden von elektrischer Leistung in das Ladeelement (20) umfasst, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Erfassen einer geladenen Spannung des Ladelements (20);
- Vergleichen der erfassten geladenen Spannung mit einer vorgegebenen Spannung; und
- Zuführen eines Generatorstroms, der durch Parallelschalten beider der Eingangsanschlüsse (AG1 und AG2), wenn die erfasste geladene Spannung die vorgegebene Spannung überschreitet, in einen der Eingangsanschlüsse zum anderen der Eingangsanschlüsse fließt; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es den folgenden Schritt umfasst:

  Steuern unter Verwendung von ersten und zweiten Schaltmitteln (N1 und N2), ob gemäß der Anschlussspannung an einem der Eingangsanschlüsse der andere der Eingangsanschlüsse und die erste Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden werden oder nicht; wobei der Schritt des Parallelschaltens unter Verwendung von dritten Schaltmitteln (LO, LO'), die einen Transistor umfassen, durchgeführt wird, und wobei während des Parallelschaltens der Generatorstrom nicht durch die ersten und zweiten Dioden durchfließt.

2. Ladeschaltung zum Gleichrichten einer Wechselspannung, die ersten und zweiten Eingangsanschlüssen (AG1 und AG2) zugeführt wird, und zum Laden von elektrischer Leistung in ein Ladeelement (20), das zwischen ersten und zweiten Leistungsversorgungsleitungen (VSS und VDD) vorgesehen ist, umfassend:

- eine erste Diode (D1), die zwischen dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) und der zweiten Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) vorgesehen ist;
- eine zweite Diode (D2), die zwischen dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) und der zweiten Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) vorgesehen ist;
- Vergleichsmittel (30) zu Erfassen einer geladenen Spannung des Ladeelements (20) und zum Vergleichen der erfassten geladenen Spannung mit einer vorgegebenen Spannung;
- Parallelschaltmittel (40) zum Parallelschalten des ersten Eingangsanschlusses (AG1) und des zweiten Eingangsanschlusses (AG2) durch Zuführen eines Generatorstroms, der in einen der Eingangsanschlüsse zum anderen der Eingangsanschlüsse fließt, basierend auf einem Vergleichsergebnis in den Vergleichsmitteln (30), gekennzeichnet durch

  erste Schaltmittel (N1), die zwischen dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) und der ersten Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) vorgesehen sind und in welchen das EIN/AUS-Schalten davon auf der Basis einer Spannung am zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) gesteuert wird;
  zweite Schaltmittel (N2), die zwischen dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) und der ersten Leistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) vorgesehen sind und in welchen das EIN/AUS-Schalten davon auf der Basis einer Spannung am ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) gesteuert wird; wobei
  das Parallelschaltmittel (40) dritte Schaltmittel umfasst, die einen Transistor umfassen, der so angeordnet ist, dass während des Parallelschaltens der Generatorstrom nicht durch die ersten und zweiten Dioden (D1 und D2) durchfließt.
3. Ladeschaltung nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Parallelschaltmittel (40) umfasst:

eine dritte Diode (D3), in welcher ein Ende davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist;
eine vierte Diode (D4), in welcher ein Ende davon mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist;
einen Transistor (LIMTr), welcher mit den anderen Enden der dritten und vierten Dioden (D3 und D4) verbunden ist und auch mit den ersten und zweiten Leistungsversorgungsleitungen (VSS und VDD) verbunden ist.

4. Ladeschaltung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die ersten und zweiten Leistungsversorgungsleitungen (VSS und VDD) eine Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung beziehungsweise eine Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung umfassen:
wobei die erste Diode (D1) eine Anode, die mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist, und eine Kathode, die mit der Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) verbunden ist, aufweist;

wobei die zweite Diode (D2) eine Anode, die mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist, und eine Kathode, die mit der Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) verbunden ist, aufweist;

wobei das erste Schaltmittel einen ersten N-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (N1) umfasst, in welchem eine Senkenelek trode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, und eine Steuerelektrode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist;

wobei das zweite Schaltmittel einen zweiten N-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (N2) umfasst, in welchem eine Senkenelektrode davon mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, und eine Steuerelektrode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist;

wobei das Vergleichsmittel (30) einen Komparator (COM) zum Vergleichen einer geladenen Spannung des Lad eelements (20) mit einer vorgegeben Spannung umfasst; und

wobei das Parallelschaltmittel (40) ein Übertragungsgatter umfasst, welches zwischen den ersten und zweiten Eingangsanschlüssen vorgesehen ist und in welchem das Ein/AUS-Schalten davon auf der Basis eines Vergleichsergebnisses des Komparators (COM) gesteuert wird.

5. Ladeschaltung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die ersten und zweiten Leistungsversorgungsleitungen (VSS und VDD) eine Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung beziehungsweise eine Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung umfassen:
wobei die erste Diode (D1) eine Kathode, die mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist, und eine Anode, die mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, aufweist;

wobei die zweite Diode (D2) eine Kathode, die mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist, und eine Anode, die mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, aufweist;

wobei das erste Schaltmittel einen ersten P-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (P1) umfasst, in welchem eine Senkenelek trode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) verbunden ist, und eine Steuerelektrode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist;

wobei das zweite Schaltmittel einen zweiten P-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (P2) umfasst, in welchem eine Senkenelektrode davon mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) verbunden ist, und eine Steuerelektrode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist;

wobei das Vergleichsmittel (30) einen Komparator (COM) zum Vergleichen einer geladenen Spannung des Lade elements (20) mit einer vorgegeben Spannung umfasst; und

wobei das Parallelschaltmittel (40) ein Übertragungsgatter umfasst, welches zwischen den ersten und zweiten Eingangsanschlüssen (AG1 und AG2) vorgesehen ist und in welchem das Ein/AUS-Schalten davon auf der Basis eines Vergleichsergebnisses des Komparators (COM) gesteuert wird.

6. Ladeschaltung nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Übertragungsgatter umfasst:
eine dritte Diode (D3), in welcher eine Anode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist;
eine vierte Diode (D4), in welcher eine Anode davon mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist; und

einen dritten N-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (LIMTr), in welchem eine Senkenelektrode davon mit Kathoden der dritten und vierten Dioden (D3 und D4) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, und ein Vergleichsergebnis des Komparators (COM) der Steuerelektrode davon zugeführt wird.
7. Ladeschaltung nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Übertragungsgatter umfasst:

-eine dritte Diode (D3), in welcher eine Kathode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist;
eine vierte Diode (D4), in welcher eine Kathode davon mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist; und
einen dritten P-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (LIMTr), in welchem eine Senkenelektrode davon mit Anoden der dritten und vierten Dioden (D3 und D4) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Hochspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VDD) verbunden ist, und ein Vergleichsergebnis des Komparators (COM) der Steuerelektrode davon zugeführt wird.

8. Ladeschaltung nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Übertragungsgatter umfasst:

einen dritten N-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (LIMTr1), in welchem eine Senkenelektrode davon mit dem ersten Eingangsanschluss (AG1) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, und eine Steuerelektrode davon mit einem Ausgangsanschluss des Komparators (COM) verbunden ist; und
einen vierten N-Kanal-Feldeffekttransistor (LIMTr2), in welchem eine Senkenelektrode davon mit dem zweiten Eingangsanschluss (AG2) verbunden ist, eine Quellenelektrode davon mit der Niederspannungsleistungsversorgungsleitung (VSS) verbunden ist, und eine Steuerelektrode davon mit einem Ausgangsanschluss des Komparators (COM) verbunden ist.

9. Elektronisches Gerät, in welches eine Ladeschaltung nach einem der Ansprüche 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 und 8 eingebaut ist und welches gemäß einer elektrischen Leistung funktioniert, die von der Ladeschaltung zugeführt wird.

10. Uhr, in welche eine Ladeschaltung nach einem der Ansprüche 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 und 8 eingebaut ist und welche eine Uhrenschanutzung umfasst, welche gemäß einer elektrischen Leistung, die von der Ladeschaltung zugeführt wird, Zeit misst.

**Revendications**

1. Procédé pour empêcher une surcharge, qui est employé dans un circuit de charge, ledit circuit de charge comprenant des première et deuxième diodes (D1 et D2) qui sont reliées entre des bornes d’entrée respectives (AG1 et AG2) auxquelles est appliquée une tension alternative, et un élément de charge (20) relié entre une première ligne d’alimentation (VSS) et une deuxième ligne d’alimentation (VDD), pour redresser ladite tension alternative et pour charger de la puissance électrique dans ledit élément de charge (20), dans lequel ledit procédé comprend les étapes consistant à :

déetecter une tension chargée dudit élément de charge (20);
comparer ladite tension chargée détectée avec une tension prédéterminée; et
appliquer une courant de générateur qui circule dans l’une desdites bornes d’entrée en direction de l’autre desdites bornes d’entrée en shuntant lesdites deux bornes d’entrée (AG1 et AG2) lorsque ladite tension chargée détectée dépasse ladite tension prédéterminée; caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre l’étape consistant à :

commander en employant des premier et deuxième moyens de commutation (N1 et N2), si oui ou non, selon une tension de borne au niveau de l’une des bornes d’entrée, l’autre des bornes d’entrée et la première ligne d’alimentation (VSS) sont reliées; dans lequel l’étape de shunt se réalise en employant un troisième moyen de commutation (40, 40’) comprenant un transistor, et dans lequel pendant le shunt, le courant de générateur ne traverse pas lesdites première et deuxième diodes.

2. Circuit de charge pour redresser une tension alternative appliquée à des première et deuxième bornes d’entrée (AG1 et AG2) et pour charger de la puissance électrique dans un élément de charge (20) qui est prévu entre les première et deuxième lignes d’alimentation (VSS et VDD), comprenant :

une première diode (D1) prévue entre ladite première borne d’entrée (AG1) et ladite deuxième ligne d’alimentation (VDD);
une deuxième diode (D2) prévue entre ladite deuxième borne d’entrée (AG2) et ladite deuxième ligne d’alimen-
Circuit de charge selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les première et deuxième lignes d'alimentation (VSS et VDD) comprennent respectivement une ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel et une ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé; dans lequel la première diode (D1) possède une anode reliée à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1) et une cathode reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé (VDD); dans lequel la deuxième diode (D2) possède une anode reliée à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2) et une cathode reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé (VDD); dans lequel le premier moyen de commutation comprend un premier transistor à effet de champ à canal n (N1) prévu entre ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1) et ladite première ligne d'alimentation (VSS); dans lequel la commutation tout ou rien (ON/OFF) de celui-ci est commandée sur la base d'une tension au niveau de ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2); dans lequel le deuxième moyen de commutation (N2) prévu entre ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2) et ladite première ligne d'alimentation (VSS), dans lequel la commutation tout ou rien (ON/OFF) de celui-ci est commandée sur la base d'une tension au niveau de ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1); dans lequel le moyen de shunt (40) comporte un deuxième moyen de commutation comprenant un transistor, disposé de telle façon que pendant le shunt, le courant de générateur ne traverse pas lesdites première et deuxième diodes (D1 et D2).

3. Circuit de charge selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit moyen de shunt (40) comprend :

   - une troisième diode (D3) dans laquelle une extrémité de celle-ci est reliée à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1);
   - une quatrième diode (D4) dans laquelle une extrémité de celle-ci est reliée à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2);
   - un transistors (LIMTr) qui est relié aux autres extrémités desdites troisième et quatrième diodes (D3 et D4) et qui est également relié auxdites première et deuxième lignes d'alimentation (VSS et VDD).

4. Circuit de charge selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les premières et deuxième lignes d'alimentation (VSS et VDD) comprennent respectivement une ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel et une ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé; dans lequel la première diode (D1) possède une anode reliée à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1) et une cathode reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé (VDD); dans lequel la deuxième diode (D2) possède une anode reliée à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2) et une cathode reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé (VDD); dans lequel le premier moyen de commutation comprend un premier transistor à effet de champ à canal n (N1) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel (VSS), et une grille de celui-ci est reliée à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2); dans lequel le deuxième moyen de commutation comprend un deuxième transistor à effet de champ à canal n (N2) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel (VSS), et une grille de celui-ci est reliée à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1); dans lequel le moyen de comparaison (30) comprend un comparateur (COM) pour comparer une tension chargée dudit élément de charge (20) avec une tension prédéterminée; et dans lequel le moyen de shunt (40) comprend un porte de transmission prévue entre lesdites première et deuxième bornes d'entrée, dans laquelle la commutation tout ou rien (ON/OFF) de celle-ci est commandée sur la base d'un résultat de comparaison dudit comparateur (COM).

5. Circuit de charge selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les premières et deuxième lignes d'alimentation (VSS et VDD) comprennent respectivement une ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel et une ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé; dans lequel la première diode (D1) possède une cathode reliée à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1) et une anode reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel (VSS); dans lequel la deuxième diode (D2) possède une cathode reliée à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2) et une anode reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à faible potentiel (VSS); dans lequel le premier moyen de commutation comprend un premier transistor à effet de champ à canal p (P1) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé (VDD) et une grille de celui-ci est reliée à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2); dans lequel le deuxième moyen de commutation comprend un deuxième transistor à effet de champ à canal p (P2) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié à ladite deuxième borne d'entrée (AG2), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d'alimentation à potentiel élevé (VDD) et une grille de celui-ci est reliée à ladite première borne d'entrée (AG1);
dans lequel le moyen de comparaison (30) comprend un comparateur (COM) pour comparer une tension chargée 
dudit élément de charge (20) avec une tension prédéterminée; et 
dans lequel le moyen de shunt (40) comprend une porte de transmission prévue entre lesdites première et deuxième 
bornes d’entrée (AG1 et AG2), dans laquelle la commutation tout ou rien (ON/OFF) de celle-ci est commandée sur 
la base d’un résultat de comparaison dudit comparateur (COM).

6. Circuit de charge selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la porte de transmission comprend :

   une troisième diode (D3) dans laquelle une anode de celle-ci est reliée à ladite première borne d’entrée (AG1); 
   une quatrième diode (D4) dans laquelle une anode de celle-ci est reliée à ladite deuxième borne d’entrée (AG2); et 
   un troisième transistor à effet de champ à canal n (LIMTr) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié aux cathodes 
desdites troisième et quatrième diodes (D3 et D4), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d’alimentation 
à faible potentiel (VSS), et un résultat de comparaison dudit comparateur (COM) est appliqué à une grille de 
celui-ci.

7. Circuit de charge selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la porte de transmission comprend :

   une troisième diode (D3) dans laquelle une cathode de celle-ci est reliée à ladite première borne d’entrée (AG1); 
   une quatrième diode (D4) dans laquelle une cathode de celle-ci est reliée à ladite deuxième borne d’entrée 
   (AG2); et 
   un troisième transistor à effet de champ à canal p (LIMTr) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié aux anodes 
desdites troisième et quatrième diodes (D3 et D4), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d’alimentation 
à potentiel élevé (VDD) et un résultat de comparaison dudit comparateur (COM) est appliqué à une grille de 
celui-ci.

8. Circuit de charge selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la porte de transmission comprend :

   un troisième transistor à effet de champ à canal n (LIMTr1) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié à ladite 
première borne d’entrée (AG1), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d’alimentation à faible potentiel 
(VSS), et une grille de celui-ci est reliée à une borne de sortie dudit comparateur (COM); et 
   un quatrième transistor à effet de champ à canal n (LIMTr2) dans lequel un drain de celui-ci est relié à ladite 
deuxième borne d’entrée (AG2), une source de celui-ci est reliée à ladite ligne d’alimentation à faible potentiel 
(VSS), et une grille de celui-ci est reliée à une borne de sortie dudit comparateur (COM).

9. Equipement électronique dans lequel est installé un circuit de charge selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2, 
   3, 4, 5, 6, 7 et 8 et qui fonctionne selon la puissance électrique qui est appliquée par ledit circuit de charge.

10. Chronomètre dans lequel est installé un circuit de charge selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
    7 et 8, et qui comporte un circuit de chronomètre qui mesure l’heure selon la puissance électrique qui est appliquée 
    par ledit circuit de charge.
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